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Abstract: Mapping the fine-scale spatial distribution of emergency shelter demand is crucial for shelter
planning during disasters. To provide shelter for people within a reasonable evacuation distance
under day and night disaster scenarios, we formed an approach for examining the distribution of day
and night shelter demand at the plot-scale using point of interest (POI) data, and then analyzed the
supply and demand status of shelters after an evacuation simulation built in Python programming
language. Taking the downtown areas of Guangzhou, China as a case study, the results show
that significant differences exist in the size and spatial distribution of shelter demand in daytime
and nighttime, and the total demand is 7.929 million people, which is far larger than the resident
population. The average evacuation time of all 16,883 routes is 12.6 min, and after the evacuation,
558 of 888 shelters exceed their capacity to varying degrees, accounting for 62.84% of the total,
indicating that the shelters cannot completely receive the potential evacuees. The method proposed in
this paper provides a direct quantitative basis for the number and size of new shelter resources being
planned during urban renewal activities, and form a reference for land reuse and disaster prevention
space organization in future urban planning.

Keywords: emergency shelter; shelter demand assessment; point of interest; evacuation simulation;
Python programming language; Guangzhou

1. Introduction

In 2018, there were 315 natural disaster events recorded with 11,804 deaths, over 68 million
people affected, and US$131.7 billion in economic losses around the world. Earthquakes were the
deadliest type of disaster, accounting for 45% of deaths, followed by flooding at 24% [1]. Efforts have
aimed at preventing disasters and improving resilience, and the construction of emergency shelters
is an important component of these efforts [2]. Evidence from disasters indicates that emergency
shelters can reduce casualties to a certain extent in the event of a disaster [3,4]. An emergency
shelter is a facility where government agencies or pre-established voluntary organizations conduct
assessments and provide disaster services for evacuees who do not have destinations. These facilities
are able to accommodate people and provide food and water, as well as basic first aid, pet shelter (as
appropriate), health support, and basic disaster services [5]. Numerous studies have made progress in
areas such as shelter planning support methods, space suitability assessment, locations optimization,
emergency materials and facilities allocation, and sheltering behavior and psychology [6–11]. Since the
users of the shelters are citizens, a key issue during possible evacuation activity is determining the
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spatial distribution of potential evacuees for emergency shelter demand, which is directly related to
the rationality of shelter locations and evacuation efficiency, that is, whether all the shelters in the city
can provide refuge for people at a reasonable evacuation distance and time during a disaster [8,9,12].

Mapping the regional distribution of the population is a basis for analyzing the shelter
demand [13,14]. Assessing the population distribution accurately is difficult because the population
is mobile, with differences in both size and distribution at different times during day and night [15].
Traditional geospatial data, such as land cover data, have been widely used to describe population
distribution [16,17]. With the development of technology and the richness of data, some scholars
have incorporated big data or multi-source data as the data foundation to map fine-scale population
distribution. Mossoux et al. [18] proposed an inverse calibration method to reduce the errors in
roof type classification for high-resolution remotely sensed data processing, and the application of
this method to population distribution assessment showed its potential for producing systematic
population maps, especially in areas where regular census data are unavailable. Ma et al. [19] used
subway smart card data to assess hourly dynamic changes in community population distribution,
which can be applied in estimating the potential number of evacuees under different disaster scenarios
and to support future urban planning. To produce population distribution map at the building scale,
Yao et al. [20] introduced a down-scale approach to refine spatial distribution accuracy from street level
to grid level based on points of interest (POIs) and real-time social platform user densities data, and the
results can guide numerous urban construction practices such as disaster prevention, policies making,
and resources allocation optimization.

The estimation of shelter demand is generally obtained through a superposition analysis of
potential areas affected by disasters and population distribution [7]. Using census data, Chen et al. [8]
predicted the population density distribution of future urban planning at the street level based on
the current population distribution, and then identified the areas that may be affected by the disaster
according to a risk analysis. Finally, shelter demand is estimated by overlapping the results of the
above two processes in a geographic information system (GIS). Sugimoto et al. [21] selected a tsunami
caused by an earthquake as a study scenario and calculated the scale and spatial distribution of
possible casualties considering the maximum inundation areas combined with factors such as the time
required to seek refuge after an earthquake, the inundation depth, flow rate, and the evacuation speed.
Vecere et al. [22] used ERGO-EQ and HAZUS-MH tools and set the hazard, vulnerability, and exposure
of the earthquake as input parameters to estimate the number of the displaced population and shelter
demand, accompanied by a comparative analysis of results and recommendations for improvement
based on local conditions. Chou et al. [23] developed a disaster loss estimation system based on HAZUS
(a nationally applicable standardized methodology that contains models for estimating potential losses
from earthquakes, floods, and hurricanes in America) to analyze the number of potential buildings
damaged and the number of homeless under different intensities of earthquake and counted by district.
Due to the uncertainty of disasters, the shelter construction must meet the needs of both day and night
disaster response. Based on high-resolution aerial imagery, census data, and high-precision land use
data, Yu and Wen [9] used a GIS-based analytic hierarchy process to assess the need for shelters in
daytime and nighttime disaster scenarios. Chen et al. [13] reported that in addition to considering the
time of disaster occurrence, the demand should be differentiated according to different evacuation
situations. In the case of an emergency evacuation, the demand should be the maximum number of
people present during the day and night; in the case of short-term and long-term refugees, the demand
is equal to the number of night residents due to having sufficient notice for organizational actions.
To improve the response capability in complex disaster environments, some scholars assessed the
shelter demand from the perspective of different disaster types and intensities [8,24].

To understand whether the city can provide adequate shelters and enable evacuees to take refuge
nearby, an evacuation simulation is necessary [21]. Various areas, such as evacuation schemes [25],
decision-making methods [26], transport modes [27], influencing factors [28], evacuation behavior [29],
differences in evacuees [30], and routes selection [31] have aroused the research interest. In terms
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of spatial scale, some researchers selected the entire city as the object, and some focused on specific
areas within the city [32,33]. In general, few evacuation simulation studies are directly related to the
emergency shelter. The key problem with simulation experiments is establishing the relationship
between evacuation activities and urban environment to process complex spatial, facility, and road
network data as the main parameters [34]. Yamada [35] theoretically proposed two methods of network
traffic to optimize urban emergency evacuation plans when assigning each resident to a nearby shelter.
The first method involves modeling the city as an undirected graph, and the evacuation plan is obtained
by solving the shortest path problem on the graph; the second method considers the shelter capacity
as a limitation and the problem is transformed into a minimum cost stream goal-oriented solution.
Filipe and Kacprzyk [36] developed an evolutionary learning algorithm for the assignment of paths
and shelters based on the assumptions of fairness and global optimality, supplemented with heuristic
methods to solve the evacuation problem with limited shelter capacity. This method considers the
pedestrian simulation scenario on the road network, the intersections correspond to nodes, and the
street segments connecting the intersections are modeled by links. The simulation results are closely
related to assumptions such as various traffic scenarios and speeds. Lee and Hong [37] chose the
evacuation of different slope areas under a flood scenario as a case to calculate the possible speed
and evacuation distance of evacuees when selecting the shelter locations. The results showed that
the evacuation distance of five minutes on flat ground is about 120 m different from that of 15◦ slope
areas. For a dynamic spatial allocation of urban shelters, Yu et al. [38] developed an agent-based
simulation method that can estimate the evacuation time of residents from their locations to shelters
and detect the congestion of evacuation routes. Yuan et al. [39] proposed a traffic evacuation simulation
system based on an integrated multi-level drive decision model that generates agent behavior in
a unified framework, and the agents’ activities are determined by various existing behavioral models
widely used in different driver simulation models. The system can support emergency managers
when designing and evaluating more realistic traffic evacuation plans to produce the best evacuation
scheme. With the development of emerging technologies, some scholars have begun to focus on
intelligent evacuation [40–43].

Geospatial data plays a crucial role in disaster relief. Now, volunteered geographic information
(VGI) and web-based crowdsourcing data are being used in the field of disaster management, and GIS
have evolved from tools that were limited to situational awareness to fundamental tools supporting.
The development and widespread use of online mapping, remote sensing and VGI are providing
decision makers with necessary information in emergency response [44]. Traditionally, emergency
managers identified the disaster response period as a blind period, where victims needed to ensure
their own safety and security [45]. Due to volunteer crowdsourcing, people share real-time, time critical
and location specific information whenever a disaster occurs, which can help the emergency managers
to take necessary actions to reduce the disaster risk, increase the real-time awareness and predict the
direction [46]. In a project of crisis mapping, the researchers used crowdsourced event data from
Tweets and Facebook posts to produce the crisis map, and the practice showed that people used the
map not only for situational awareness reporting including multimedia such as photos and short
videos, but also for offering both help with materials and personal assistance. However, VGI and
crowdsourcing are bringing dramatic changes in emergency management [47].

This study originated from the practice of emergency shelter planning in China. In the planning,
we found it difficult to analyze the high-precision spatial distribution of shelter demand. In addition,
the distribution of shelters was usually based on the service radius, which leads to the scientific
doubt of the results. Therefore, we try to increase the quantitative basis for shelter allocation through
evacuation simulation. At present, few studies focused on the above two issues at the urban scale.
Using POI data, and Python programming language, we explored the distribution of shelter demand
and shelter status after an evacuation simulation in the downtown areas of Guangzhou. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 first presents an overview of the study area and a description of
types of data and the data processing, and then introduces the methods of shelter demand assessment
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and evacuation simulation. Section 3 provides an analysis of the size and distribution of daytime
and nighttime shelter demand at the plot scale in study area, along with the distribution of evacuees
and the residual capacity of shelter. Section 4 discusses the deficiencies and limitations of this study.
Conclusions and directions of future work are presented in Section 5. We hope that this work can
provide a direct quantitative basis for adding new resources for shelters in the process of urban renewal
activities, and form a reference for land reuse and disaster prevention space organization in future
urban planning.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Data Processing

The study area is located at the center of downtown Guangzhou (China), including the districts of
Liwan, Yuexiu, Tianhe, and Haizhu (Figure 1), which are the only 4 districts of the 11 in Guangzhou
with an urbanization rate of 100%. The total land area is about 279.63 km2, accounting for 3.76% of
the whole city. Yuexiu and Liwan are traditional old towns with small areas of 33.8 and 59.1 km2,
respectively. Considerable parts are newly built in Tianhe and Haizhu, which cover large areas of
96.33 and 90.4 km2, respectively. According to data from the Guangzhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics,
at the end of 2017, Tianhe had the largest population at 1,679,900, followed by Haizhu and Yuexiu,
with 1,663,100 and 1,163,800, respectively, and Liwan had the smallest population of 950,000.
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Figure 1. Study area.

In this study, the main data type used was POIs, which were collected from the Baidu Maps
open platform in early 2018. The POIs data were divided into 14 categories and 524 subcategories,
including catering services, scenic spots, enterprises, shopping services, transportation facilities,
finance and insurance, education and culture, business housing, living services, sports and leisure,
health care, government agencies, accommodation services, and public facilities, which basically
cover all kinds of facilities that citizens can access. The POIs (Figure 2a) totaled 145,084, each of
which contained information such as name, category, address, district, and coordinates of the facilities.
Another data type is the distribution of residential quarters, apartments, and dormitories (Figure 2b)
from a real estate transaction company, the data attributes included name, address, coordinates,
number of buildings, number of households, and property company, for a total of 4533 pieces of
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information. Official statistics of practitioners in various industries from yearbooks of Liwan, Yuexiu,
Tianhe, and Haizhu were used as auxiliary data.
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Figure 2. Data distribution of (a) points of interest (POIs) and (b) residential buildings.

To use POIs and statistics of practitioners to predict the shelter demand, that is, to represent
the urban population distribution through economic activities, the classification of the two types of
data must be consistent in the industry. Therefore, the POI data should be filtered and reclassified
according to the official statistical caliber, and the process is completed in a GIS platform. Finally,
after the reclassification, 5968 POIs belonged to secondary industry and 139,116 to tertiary industry.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Analysis of Shelter Demand Based on the Distribution of Day and Night Population

Population variation is a challenge in emergency shelter planning because it is directly related to
whether the shelters can meet the requirements of day and night disaster relief. As the most economically
active and densely populated areas in Guangzhou, large differences exist in the size and distribution of
day and night population within the four districts. The location of emergency shelters should prevent
potential evacuees from all-weather disasters. From the perspective of population mobility, the people
who are present during the day mainly include the working population, aging population, primary and
secondary school students, vocational and technical school students, college students, and inpatients
in general hospitals; the mobile population during the day is mainly distributed in subway stations,
bus stations, train stations, scenic spots, megamalls, and large gymnasiums. The people who are
present at night are mainly the residents in residential quarters, apartments, and dormitories. Travelers
in brand chain and star hotels, vocational and technical school students, college students, and inpatients
in general hospitals are also present (Table 1). Due to the small mobile population at night, it was not
considered in the analysis of shelter demand.
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Table 1. Main groups of potential evacuees under the day and night disaster prevention objectives.

Prevention Objective Type of Evacuee Main Groups of Evacuees

Daytime disaster Population present

Working population, aging population,
primary and secondary school students,
vocational and technical school students,

college students, inpatients in general hospitals

Mobile population

Passengers in subway stations, passengers in
bus stations, passengers in train stations,

tourists in scenic spots, people in megamalls,
people in large gymnasiums

Nighttime disaster Population present

Population in residential quarters, residents in
apartments and dormitories, travelers in brand
chain and star hotels, vocational and technical
school students, college students, inpatients in

general hospitals

The above mentioned unemployed population and mobile population in the analysis of shelter
demand, including the people distributed in primary and secondary schools, vocational and technical
schools, colleges, general hospitals, megamalls, gymnasiums, scenic spots, brand chain, and star hotels,
subway stations, bus stations, and train stations, for which we used two types of data sources for
population size and distribution analysis. The first was the statistical yearbook data of Guangzhou
and each district, which provided the number of students in schools and the number of hospital beds.
Second, as the numbers in subway stations, passenger stations, megamalls, and some other facilities
cannot be accurately determined in each place, we adopted the average value of data released by
government departments, institutions, or enterprises, including subway passenger flow data, passenger
numbers in transit stations, tourist arrivals, etc. As the main proportion of nighttime population,
the number of residents in each plot was estimated by its number of households and the average size
of family households, which in study area is 2.75 people per family according to the Main Data Bulletin
of 2015 National 1% Population Sampling Survey in Guangzhou released in 2016. The industrial
population accounts for the vast majority of the daytime population. Its size and spatial distribution
were estimated with the number of POIs in the plots and the data of employees classified by type of
industry in statistical yearbooks, calculated in a GIS platform as follows:

Pw =

(
N j

i ×
S j

N j

)
+

(
M j

i ×
T j

M j

)
(1)

where Pw is total number of practitioners in the secondary and tertiary industries of a certain plot i;
N j

i is the number of POIs related to category j in the second industry of plot i; S j is the number of
practitioners related to category j in secondary industry; N j is the total number of POIs related to
category j in second industry; M j

i is the number of POIs related to category j in the tertiary industry of
plot i; T j is the number of practitioners related to category j in tertiary industry; and M j is the total
number of POIs related to category j in tertiary industry.

In general, if the continuous and efficient operation of evacuation and rescue activities after
a disaster can be ensured, the shelter demand in the short-, medium-, and long-term can be predicted
based on the residents [13]. From the perspective of evacuation behavior and preference, if taking
refuge in officially designated shelters is necessary, staying in a familiar environment, protecting family
property, and acting with family or friends are the main considerations [48–50]. These considerations
indicate that providing fixed shelters with accommodation conditions to meet the shelter needs of the
residents has certain rationality. However, some special circumstances may arise, such as extremely
serious disasters, unstable disaster relief capabilities, and the inability to completely evacuate to the
fixed shelters in the medium- and long-term in a short period of time. Therefore, all shelters with
short-term accommodation conditions must be provided to the evacuees for an overnight refuge. Then,
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the fixed short-term shelters will be the priority in these situations to improve the coverage level under
the daytime and nighttime disaster scenarios. At this time, the shelter demand should be based on the
maximum population of the plots in the day and night and can be expressed as follows:

Demand =
n∑

i=1

Max
[
Popi

day, Popi
night

]
(2)

where Demand is the number of potential refugees in fixed shelters; Popi
day is the number of daytime

populations in plot i; and Popi
night is the number of nighttime populations in plot i.

2.2.2. Evacuation Simulation Using Network Analysis in GIS and Python Programming Language

The balance of supply and demand in emergency shelters is important for effective disaster
mitigation functions during disasters and in the evaluation of shelter service capacity. In the traditional
practices of shelter planning, supply and demand are generally balanced by districts, rarely seen on
streets. A problem that arises is that the probability is high that the supply and demand of certain small
areas within the city may be unbalanced, and the service gap could be large. Therefore, we aimed
to establish an evacuation simulation model between evacuees and shelters, and tried to simplify
and implement complex and dynamic evacuation activities. In principle, the evacuation simulation
solves a problem of evacuee assignment from the start to the destination, which can also be understood
as a multi-objective allocation problem. The plots where the evacuees located are demand points
(the starts), and the plots where the shelters are located are the destinations. Figure 3 shows that
some demand points are covered by multiple available shelters; one shelter may also cover multiple
demand points. For example, shelters A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, all serve more than one demand point.
The objectives of the simulation model are as follows:

(1) For the shelters that exceed their capacity, to calculate the time required when the capacity reaches
the maximum.

(2) The target shelter of each demand point and the number of evacuees evacuated from the demand
point to the shelter.

(3) For those shelters with capacity that is not exceeded, the time required when they stop
receiving evacuees.

(4) The total number of evacuees received at each shelter and the remaining number of evacuees that
the shelters can still accommodate.
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The basic considerations and parameters setting of the model are as follows:

(1) The evacuees move along the evacuation routes, so linear distances are replaced with real
distances, which is achieved by constructing a distance cost matrix model based on GIS.

(2) In the selection of the target shelters, the general principle is to for refuges to be located nearby.
The closer the shelter, the more evacuees are allocated, but not only in one shelter. In the
simulation, the people to be evacuated at each demand point will be assigned to numerous
designated shelters within a reasonable distance, regardless of the complex behaviors such as
shelter-in-place, taking refuge in unspecified locations, and traveling to further shelters.

(3) Evacuation road network is safe and reliable after the disaster, regardless of the unexpected
blocking factors of the routes.

The effective width of the evacuation routes, the space occupied by pedestrians, and the travel
speed of the evacuees during the disaster are set as follows:

According to the Chinese Code for Design of Urban Road Engineering (Revised 2016) (CJJ
37-2012), the width of urban sidewalk should be 3–5 m, and the average width is generally about 4 m.
Considering the space requirements of pole facilities and green spaces (about 1 m in width), the actual
available width for pedestrians is compressed. Therefore, the effective average width of evacuation
routes was set to 3 m in the model.

In terms of space occupied by pedestrians, the Code for Design of Urban Road Engineering
(Revised 2016) (CJJ 37-2012) indicates that the width of a group of pedestrians on the sidewalk is
0.75 m. Under non-contact conditions, the space occupied by pedestrians is approximately a circular
area with a diameter of 0.6–0.92 m (average of about 0.75 m). When the average distance between
the pedestrians is 1.22–1.34 m, they can move freely without disturbing others [51]. Therefore, as the
evacuation routes should accommodate as many evacuees as possible and to ensure a safe evacuation
(no crowding, trampling, etc.), we set the horizontal distance between the pedestrians to 0.75 m and
the longitudinal distance to 1.34 m. Then, based on an effective 3 m wide route, the horizontal space
can accommodate 4 people at the same time.

The walking speed of Chinese adult men and women is mostly concentrated between 1 and
1.3 m/s [51]. When a disaster occurs, the pace is generally faster. Through an evacuation experiment,
Fan found that in an emergency, the average travel speed of residents from their locations to the nearby
shelters is about 2.15 m/s [52]. Accordingly, the average travel speed of evacuees in the model was set
to 2.15 m/s, and the differences between groups were not considered.
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The evacuation simulation was achieved in three main steps:
Step 1: Using the network analysis method in ArcGIS, a network data set containing demand

points, available resources for shelters, and road network was established, and then the OD cost
matrix was constructed using Model Builder. The input elements were road network, demand points,
and shelters; and the output elements were evacuation distances.

The result of this step represented straight paths from each demand point to each shelter point.
Then, we exported the attribute table of the path matrix as a txt file and encoded it as UTF-8.

Step 2: According to the objectives, considerations, and parameter settings of the model, the results
of step 1 were further processed using Python programming language. The results include key
information such as the whereabouts and evacuation time of evacuees.

In this step, we mainly extracted the needed information in the txt file from step 1 for iterative
calculations. All the demand points allocated evacuees to their surrounding shelters at the same time,
regardless of the capacity of the shelters. The results were output as several xls format files.

Step 3: We statistically analyzed the results of step 2. Partial results (xls format files) were
imported into the ArcGIS for spatial statistical analysis, and the results were further visualized as
needed. The supply and demand status of shelters after the evacuation simulation are presented below.

3. Results

3.1. Distribution and Size of Shelter Demand

Figure 4 shows the distribution and size of the day and night population. The population is
generally composed of residents and floating population. In addition to the working population in
various industries, the people who are present during the daytime also include the elderly, primary and
secondary school students, vocational and technical school students, college students, and inpatients
in general hospitals, of which the number of the elderly was estimated using the proportion in the
community, which is 7.9% according to the Main Data Bulletin of 2015 National 1% Population
Sampling Survey in Guangzhou released in 2016; other types of population data were obtained from
the statistical yearbooks of each district. During the day, the floating population includes the people
distributed in passenger stations, scenic spots, megamalls, and large gymnasiums. The population
at night are mainly people in residential quarters, apartments, and dormitories, and other residents,
such as business travelers in brand chain and star hotels, students in vocational and technical schools,
students in higher education institutions, and inpatients in general hospitals. Due to the smaller mobile
populations at night, they were excluded from the analysis.
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On the whole, nighttime is more pronounced than daytime in terms of population size differences
and imbalances between plots. Table 2 shows that the population in Liwan is the lowest during the
day, indicating that its number of employees is small; the populations in Tianhe, Haizhu, and Yuexiu
are large and relatively close, reflecting that little differences exist in the number of employees in each
district. In terms of nighttime population, Haizhu has the largest and Liwan has the lowest, which is
directly related to the number of residents. Judging from the change in the day and night populations,
Haizhu has the largest difference, reaching 460,000, indicating that its population is regionally mobile,
and the differences in the other districts were not obvious. From the perspective of the number of plots
with a large population, the plots during the day is 1,305, which is significantly higher than the 785 at
night, demonstrating the importance of shelters to meet the needs of disaster prevention in both day
and night.

Table 2. Statistics of daytime and nighttime population (pop.) of districts and plots.

Districts Daytime Pop. Nighttime
Pop.

Pop. by
Maximum

Value

Plots with
a Daytime Max

Pop.

Plots with
a Nighttime

Max Pop.

Haizhu 1,387,269 1,846,491 2,363,008

1305 785
Liwan 716,957 1,029,398 1,263,100
Tianhe 1,844,425 1,638,609 2,389,968
Yuexiu 1,484,732 1,4734,81 1,912,937

Figure 5 shows the change in the day and night time population of the plots (the number of people
in the daytime minus the number at nighttime). In terms of the intensity of the change, the population
changes in Haizhu, Liwan, and Tianhe are greater, whereas the day and night population in Yuexiu
is basically the same. In terms of the extreme value of the change, the population in partial plots in
Tianhe varies considerably between day and night. After a frequency statistical analysis of the change
value, we found that the majority of the plots had a change value between 0 to 2000, followed by the
plots with a change value between −2000 to 0; the remaining plots with an obvious change value were
those distributed between −4000 to −2000, 2000 to 4000, and −6000 to −4000.

Although the overall size of the nighttime population is larger than that during the daytime,
the detailed statistics of each district show that the number of plots with a maximum population during
the daytime is larger than at night (Table 3). There are 284, 45, 92, and 99 more plots with a higher
population in the daytime in Haizhu, Liwan, Tianhe, and Yuexiu, respectively, which are mainly
distributed in commercial, business, and office areas. Therefore, these plots must be considered as key
area during the shelter planning. If the nighttime population is used for shelter demand, the shelter
locations in such areas will not be able to provide enough space for the surrounding evacuees when
a disaster hits during the daytime, which again reflects the necessity of evaluating the shelter demand
based on the comprehensive requirements of day and night disaster relief.
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Table 3. The number of plots with a maximum population and the population change by district.

District Plots with
a Daytime Max Pop.

Pop. Increase over
Nighttime

Plots with
a Nighttime Max Pop.

Pop. Increase
over Daytime

Plots with
Equal Pop.

Haizhu 660 439,916 376 971,618 129
Liwan 178 84,243 133 281,746 25
Tianhe 226 414,680 134 438,864 47
Yuexiu 241 347,016 142 387,043 43

To provide shelter for evacuees both during the day and at night, the shelter demand was
determined by applying the high values of the day and night population in the plots, and the final
distribution of shelter demand is shown in Figure 6. The total demand is about 7.93 million people,
including in Haizhu, Liwan, Tianhe, and Yuexiu, with a 2.36, 1.26, 2.39, and 1.91 million, respectively.
The total demand is 2.45 million higher than the resident population (5.48 million) in the study area,
which indicates that the population has a strong regional mobility, and a serious gap exists between
shelter capacity and potential number of evacuees. Figure 6 shows that the shelter demands in Tianhe
and Yuexiu, which have plentiful urban service functions, are significantly higher than the other two
districts. In the old urban areas, due to the weakening of functions and the reduction of employment
positions, the demand is lower than in newly developed areas.
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3.2. Evacuation Simulation

The built-up areas and regions with mature functions and concentrated population in the four
districts were further selected as the target area for a simulation, with a total area of 177.92 km2.
To construct a basic database, the plots with evacuees and the available resources for shelters were
converted into points. The demand points include the size information of evacuees, and the effective
shelter area information was contained in the shelter points.

The first step in the OD cost matrix analysis in ArcGIS generates evacuation routes information
between the starting point and the destination, including route name, starting point (demand point)
ID, destination (shelter) ID, route ranking, route distance, and linear distance, as shown in Table 4.
The “Location” in front of the “Route name” represents the starting point, and the latter “Location”
represents the destination. Since the results cover all the routes from each demand point to each shelter
and the evacuation simulation needs quick and available routes within a reasonable distance for the
evacuees, the results need to be filtered according to the actual evacuation distance. The Chinese
Code for Design of Disasters Mitigation Emergency Congregate Shelter (GB51143-2015) stipulates
that the evacuation distance of short-term fixed shelters should be within 1000 m. In an evacuation
experiment, Fan found that the evacuation distance should not exceed 200 m of the distance proposed
in the code [52]. The evacuation simulation describes a point-to-point evacuation state, where the
people to be evacuated are concentrated at the demand point, and the shelter is also simplified as
a point. As a certain distance exists from the starting point and the destination to the boundary of the
plot, the filtering criteria for the route distance in Table 4 was set to 1200 m.
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Table 4. Information of evacuation routes calculated by OD cost matrix.

Route Name Starting Point
ID

Destination
ID

Route
Ranking

Route
Distance (m)

Linear
Distance (m)

Location 1–Location 861 1 861 1 320.40 246.81
Location 1–Location 66 1 66 2 933.21 658.76

Location 1–Location 799 1 799 3 1068.95 661.61
Location 1–Location 65 1 65 4 1135.32 814.81

Location 2–Location 861 2 861 1 438.97 192.91
Location 2–Location 66 2 66 2 814.63 490.30
Location 2–Location 65 2 65 3 1016.74 663.83

Location 3–Location 861 3 861 1 440.03 227.25
Location 3–Location 799 3 799 2 1005.58 560.61
Location 3–Location 66 3 66 3 1052.84 643.36

Location 4–Location 868 4 868 1 406.36 312.54
Location 4–Location 66 4 66 2 973.37 603.14

Location 4–Location 869 4 869 3 1038.25 902.07
... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 4 provides evacuation routes for the simulation, including which target shelters are available
around the demand point and the shortest path to these shelters. Then, the evacuation simulation
model constructed by the Python programming language performs a calculation of evacuee assignment
and evacuation time by calling the path information. Table 5 presents the information after evacuation,
including route ranking, route length, number of people evacuated along each route, and the required
evacuation time. Under normal circumstances, several shelters are available around a demand
point, and the number of refugees evacuated to these shelters and the time required are different,
mainly related to the length of evacuation route and the number of evacuees. Statistics showed that
the average evacuation time of all 16,883 routes is about 12.6 min, and the shortest evacuation time is
within 1 min. However, due to a large number of people in some plots, the evacuation time along
a few routes is more than 3 h, which indicates that a large gap exists in shelter locations around some
demand points. In general, the evacuation time of most routes is between 6 and 15 min (Figure 7).
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Table 5. The number (N.) of evacuees along each route and the evacuation time required.

Route Name Demand
Point ID

Shelter
Point ID

Route
Ranking

Route
Length (m)

N. of Evacuees
(Individual)

Evacuation
Time (min)

... ... ... ... ... ... ...
D766–S1042 766 1042 2 880.34 65 10.32
D766–S399 766 399 3 881.69 60 10.27
D766–S84 766 84 4 883.60 55 10.25

D766–S589 766 589 5 908.74 49 10.50
D766–S1043 766 1043 6 917.58 45 10.57
D766–S83 766 83 7 952.23 40 10.92

D766–S1054 766 1054 8 965.63 37 11.03
D766–S85 766 85 9 1039.05 32 11.78

D766–S106 766 106 10 1043.55 30 11.83
D766–S104 766 104 11 1057.58 27 11.95
D766–S986 766 986 12 1113.06 24 12.57
D766–S1053 766 1053 13 1115.04 23 12.55
D766–S103 766 103 14 1130.78 21 12.73
D767–S1043 767 1043 1 420.80 10,709 93.92
D767–S85 767 85 2 454.16 2,663 27.22

D767–S986 767 986 3 562.54 1,824 21.45
D767–S1042 767 1042 4 589.83 1,527 19.25
D767–S88 767 88 5 736.29 1,081 17.18

D767–S588 767 588 6 737.41 978 16.33
D767–S589 767 589 7 1028.90 636 16.70
D767–S591 767 591 8 1040.90 587 16.43
D767–S89 767 89 9 1080.21 528 16.37

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Each shelter has a maximum capacity. The simulation results showed how many people were
evacuated from each demand point to the shelters nearby. The sum of people evacuated to the same
shelter through the numerous evacuation routes is the final number of evacuees accepted by the shelter.
Compared with the capacity of the shelter, whether the shelter can accommodate more people or
whether it has exceeded its capacity and the specific amount by which this number is exceeded can be
determined. Table 6 shows the evacuee and capacity information of several typical available resources
for shelters after evacuation simulation. According to statistics, 558 out of 888 shelters exceed their
capacity to varying degrees, accounting for 62.84% of the total, which also reflects that too few shelters
exist within a reasonable distance around many demand points when a serious disaster occurs.

Table 6. Comparison between the number (N.) of evacuees accepted in each shelter and the capacity.

Shelter Point ID Type of Resource Effective Area
(m2)

N. of Evacuees
Accepted (Individual)

Maximum
Capacity

Residual
Capacity

... ... ... ... ... ...
186 school playground 6949 230 3475 3245
187 school playground 4490 6203 2245 −3959
188 school playground 12,824 3626 6412 2786
189 school playground 3085 1555 1542 −13
190 school playground 9472 4034 4736 702
... ... ... ... ... ...

407 square 3809 3983 1905 −2079
408 square 2207 11,577 1103 −10,473
409 square 2283 75 1142 1066
410 square 2659 64 1330 1266
411 square 4136 70 2068 1999
... ... ... ... ... ...

609 green space 11,410 877 5705 4828
610 green space 2937 12,351 1469 −10,882
611 green space 8288 1485 4144 2659
612 green space 14,800 1051 7400 6348
613 green space 32,117 1713 16,058 14,345
... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table 6 was input to ArcGIS using the shelter point ID to visualize the spatial distribution of
evacuees accepted at each shelter after evacuation, as shown in Figure 8. The colored dots are the
shelters that accepted the evacuees in the simulation, and the different colors indicate that different
numbers of evacuees that are accommodated. The distribution of evacuees has several characteristics.
First, due to the fewer available resources for shelters in the old urban areas in Liwan, Yuexiu,
and Haizhu, the yellow and red dots are many, indicating that the average number of evacuees in the
shelters is large. Second, more green dots along the main rivers shows that fewer people take refuge
here, which may be caused by the low population density at the riverside and having more green
spaces. Third, many green spots are visible in the newly built areas of Eastern Haizhu and Tianhe,
showing the lack of pressure on receiving evacuees because urban planners designed more parks and
other green spaces in the new areas and considered the issue of service distance, so shelters can provide
better coverage for the potential evacuees.
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The final state of shelters is shown in Figure 9 after the evacuation is completed. A red dot
indicates that the number of people evacuated to the shelter has exceeded the maximum capacity,
also indicating that the shelter demand will not be met at the time of the disaster; conversely, the green
dot indicates that these shelters are large in size and can accept more people for refuge. On the whole,
a serious imbalance exists in the distribution and size of shelters in the four districts, especially in
Liwan, Yuexiu, and Haizhu. More red dots in the central and western regions of the simulated area
show that these places are facing a serious shelter supply shortage mainly because these places are
traditional old urban areas. A possible solution is to add new resources for shelters in combination
with future urban renewal activities. In the eastern region, including Tianhe and the eastern part of
Haizhu, many shelters have excess capacity, which increases the flexibility of these shelters to receive
potential evacuees when disasters occur.
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Figure 9. The final state of shelters after the evacuation simulation.

Additional statistics were used to analyze the supply and demand for shelters in each district,
as shown in Table 7. In terms of the shelters that exceeded their capacity, Haizhu is the largest with
1.62 million people, mainly concentrated in the old urban areas in the west, followed by Yuexiu, Tianhe,
then Liwan. Haizhu provides the largest effective shelter area, but given the uneven distribution of the
resources for shelters, the capacity of shelters varies in different areas. In general, the shelters in central
and western regions exceed capacity, whereas the eastern shelters have residual capacity due to their
larger average size. Shelters in Tianhe can accommodate more people for refuge, with 890,000 people,
followed by Haizhu and Yuexiu. Tianhe and the eastern part of Haizhu, as newly developed areas,
have more green space coverage, so the shelters in these areas also have larger residual capacity.
The residual capacity in Tianhe is distributed outside the core central business district (CBD), and that
of Haizhu is mainly distributed in the eastern part. Overall, many shelters exist in each area that either
exceed or do not exceed the maximum capacity, indicating that the imbalance between supply and
demand of shelters within the districts is widespread. In the future, new resources should be added
near the over-capacity shelters, or the capacity of the existing shelters should be increased.
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Table 7. The final state of shelter capacity in each district after the simulation.

District N. of
Shelters

Effective
Area (m2)

N. of Evacuees
Accepted

Maximum
Capacity

Residual
Capacity

Over Capacity
(Yes or No)

Haizhu 226 882,687 2,065,598 441,344 −1,624,255 Yes
142 2,110,444 192,003 1,055,222 863,219 No

Liwan 40 192,273 570,817 96,136 −474,681 Yes
18 222,897 25,214 111,448 86,235 No

Tianhe 174 728,743 1,502,922 364,372 −1,138,550 Yes
135 2,213,960 217,979 1,106,980 889,001 No

Yuexiu 118 566,513 1,660,877 283,257 −1,377,620 Yes
35 1,189,411 897,53 594,705 504,952 No

4. Discussion

In the field of disaster relief, accurate determination of population spatial distribution is challenging.
In shelter demand analysis, we assessed the distribution of daytime and nighttime population using
POI and residential building data with household information. Residents compose the majority
of the night population, and the mobile population is so small that we evaluated the nighttime
population distribution using only the residential building data with a relatively acceptable error.
The working people are the main proportion of daytime population, but the mobile population and
other unemployed people also represent a large proportion. In the calculation, combined with the
official statistics of practitioners, a mean value method was used to estimate the population size of
each POI, and then we totaled the population size in each plot according to the POIs contained in the
plot. For the same type of POI, the scale differences between individual POIs may be large, so the
population size they represent should differ, resulting in large errors in some plots. However, for the
downtown areas of a mega city such as Guangzhou, with a huge and mobile population, the data
and methods that can be used to map the population distribution with high precision are limited.
In terms of the difficulty of data acquisition, POIs are relatively easy to obtain at the technical level.
Although certain errors exist in the data, POIs provide meaningful data to analyze the distribution of
the urban daytime population. In the future, to improve the reliability of the results, high-precision
spatial-temporal analysis of shelter demand should be conducted with the help of mobile phone signal
data or social platform data.

In the evacuation simulation in this study, we assumed that the shelter demand in each plot
was concentrated in the geometric center of the plot and shelters were set as points. Therefore,
the simulation became a simplified point-to-point multi-objective allocation problem. In reality,
a certain distance exists between the two types of points and the boundary of the plot. Because the
spatial scale cannot contain roads within the plot, the perpendicular line from the point to the boundary
is set as this distance. These perpendiculars also play a role in evacuation routes; the simulation did
not consider the micro traffic environment of the plot. If attempting to perfect an evacuation plan,
people should take refuge from their locations along the real routes, and the results will provide
accurate evacuation distance and required time information, but the data used in this study cannot
accurately identify the location of people. In addition, we assumed that the people in each plot are
located in the geometric center and were ready for an evacuation, without considering distance and
time factors for the evacuation from the interior of the building to the outdoor site, which may result in
an underestimation of the evacuation time to varying degrees. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether the supply and demand of shelters on the spatial scale of the main urban area can maintain
a balance within a reasonable evacuation distance, so addressing the problem of building evacuation
at the microscopic level was beyond the scope of this study.

In the setting of the simulation environment, establishing an urban environment model would be
ideal if the variables of the evacuation process are as close as possible to the real disaster situation,
especially for the traffic environment. The evacuation simulation requires route information. In data
processing, to conduct the simulation, we transformed the original complex double-line road network
into a single-line network without considering the signal lights. Due to the large spatial scale of the
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case area, the processed road network neither contained all the branches and lanes nor the roads inside
the plots, which decreased the precision of the length of the evacuation route, thereby decreasing the
precision of the evacuation time results. A hypothetical condition for the evacuation route network is
that the post-disaster roads are intact and the evacuation network is still stable and reliable. Due to
insufficient data, we did not assess the reliability of the road network. Therefore, the simulation is
an idealized evacuation scheme. In the next step, the unexpected interruption of routes, the reliability
of the route network, and the difference in route capacity should evaluated using traffic environment
modeling. A feasible solution would be to use traffic big data and consider environmental variables to
formulate evacuation plans under different traffic scenarios.

The diverse behaviors and psychology of people experiencing disaster may directly impact the
evacuation process and results. In the event of a disaster, based on individual preference or actual
conditions, staying at home, taking refuge in situ, traveling to a further shelter, and staying with family
or friends are alternative options. In terms of transportation mode, people may choose to evacuate on
foot or by public transportation. We aimed to judge the supply and demand for urban shelters through
a quantitative evacuation simulation, and to provide a basis for ensuring shelter provide adequate
coverage to the surrounding population via the gradual and continuous pre-disaster preparation.
This preparation process does not need to distinguish complex behaviors and psychology, so the
simulation did not consider them as influencing factors as a walking scenario evacuation. As a possible
consequence, in actual evacuation activities, people may tend to concentrate in some of the shelters
because of certain behavioral preferences, so an organized evacuation and temporary emergency plans
are particularly important. In addition, we did not differentiate evacuation groups such as children,
the young and middle-aged, and the elderly. These groups have different needs and abilities during
disasters, which directly affect evacuation behavior, the transportation model, and evacuation time,
thereby impacting the simulation results as well. Studying small- or medium-scale regions based on
more data types and evacuation behavior experiments is necessary.

In any case, the assumptions we set in the simulation become uncertain factors that affect
the reliability of the results. The number of evacuees and evacuation time in the results cannot
represent the actual situation in disasters, resulting in limited applications in practice. In pre-disaster
preparations, we can tell urban planning professionals where there are gaps in shelters, so that we
can increase the available shelter resources in future planning, but we cannot give an accurate area.
In a possible emergency evacuation, the emergency managers can judge where evacuation risk may
exist based on the results of evacuation simulation. In this way, emergency resources can be targeted
in the decision-making process. However, the results cannot exactly tell the managers how long the
evacuation will be completed and how many people need to be evacuated, because the real evacuation
depends on many factors, as assumed and simplified in this study.

5. Conclusions

Using data of POIs, residential buildings, and industry employee statistics, we assessed the
shelter demand and post-evacuation shelter status in the downtown areas of Guangzhou, including
Liwan, Yuexiu, Tianhe, and Haizhu. In the analysis of shelter demand and based on the daytime and
nighttime disaster response needs, the population distributed in each plot between day and night was
defined as the number of potential evacuees. We found significant differences in the size and spatial
distribution of shelter demand in daytime and nighttime, and the demand is unevenly distributed
within the area. Haizhu, Liwan, and Tianhe had dramatic day–night demand changes. During the
day, the demand is mainly distributed in Yuexiu and Tianhe, which have mature urban functions
and numerous enterprises. At night, the demand is mainly concentrated in the plots with residential
buildings, with the demand in other plots being obviously less. The total shelter demand for day
and night refuging was about 7.929 million people, which is 2.454 million more than the resident
population. The evacuation simulation showed that the average evacuation time of all 16,883 routes
was 12.6 min, and some were more than three hours due to the huge number of people located at the
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demand points. After the evacuation, 558 of 888 shelters exceeded their capacity to varying degrees.
In terms of shelter capacity, Haizhu had the largest over-capacity of 1.62 million people. Conversely,
for the residual capacity, shelters that did not exceed the capacity in Tianhe can accommodate another
890,000 people, which was the highest amount. The results indicated that the supply and demand of
shelters in the study area was unbalanced and the distribution was uneven, preventing the shelters
from completely covering the potential evacuees. Our findings provide a direct quantitative basis
to guide the amount and size of new shelter resources during urban renewal activities, and being
a reference for land reuse and disaster prevention space organization in future urban planning.

In future research, improving the accuracy of shelter demand assessment based on more data
types is necessary. During disasters, numerous complex variables affect evacuation, such as unexpected
interruption of roads, physical obstacles, secondary disasters, and human behavior and psychology,
which have been difficult to quantify in related practices and research fields. The next step in evacuation
simulation is to set environmental variables as close as possible to the post-disaster conditions for
small- or medium-scale areas. In addition, we established a database containing demand points,
emergency shelters, and evacuation routes information. Therefore, building a decision-making system
and management platform for shelter planning will be another research direction.
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